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The development of decaying magnetosonic/whistler mode turbulence is investigated, employing a

two-dimensional, fully kinetic, particle-in-cell simulation that covers scales at the end of the iner-

tial range. The anisotropic wavenumber spectrum of magnetic fluctuations reaches electron kinetic

scales through the forward cascade of the turbulence. The magnetic fluctuations have intermittency

at scales shorter than the ion inertial length. The intermittent nature leads to a localized steepening

of magnetic fluctuations which accelerates ions nonlinearly in the direction perpendicular to the

background magnetic field. The non-thermal ions have the speed of several times faster than the

ion thermal speed. The fully kinetic particle-in-cell simulation shows important implications for

a fundamental understanding of the non-thermal ion production in magnetosonic/whistler mode

turbulence. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5053760

I. INTRODUCTION

The solar wind, which is a natural laboratory for the

study of collisionless or weakly collisional plasmas, is

known to be in a highly turbulent state.1 It contains magnetic

fluctuations with a broad range of frequencies, whose energy

spectrum indicates a nonlinear turbulent cascade following

the Kraichnan and/or Kolmogorov law in magnetohydrody-

namic (MHD) scales.2 The cascade process supplies their

fluctuation energy into short scales where the MHD approxi-

mation is broken. The frequency spectrum in the solar wind

at 1AU at short scales becomes steeper than that at MHD

scales,3,4 so the fluctuations cascaded from MHD scales

seem to be simply dissipated at short scales and convert their

fluctuation energy to plasma thermal energy. However,

Cluster observations5 found that a magnetic spectrum of

solar wind turbulence reaches electron kinetic scales. The

observational result clearly pointed out that the cascade pro-

cess converts the MHD fluctuations of the inertial range into

kinetic ones that are undamped or weakly dissipated at ion

kinetic scales. Therefore, plasma turbulence at short scales is

referred as kinetic turbulence which should be described by

plasma kinetic theory.

Various kinetic modes, such as Alfv�en-cyclotron mode,

kinetic Alfv�en mode, and whistler mode, are proposed as

key constituent modes in kinetic turbulence. These fluctua-

tions cascade from MHD scales down to kinetic scales and

are finally dissipated due to wave-particle interactions. The

left-handed polarized Alfv�en-cyclotron waves scatter ions

through the cyclotron resonance process. This process leads

to ion scattering in directions perpendicular to the magnetic

field. Self-consistent particle-in-cell simulations6 have dem-

onstrated that Alfv�en-cyclotron waves can produce highly

non-Maxwellian ion velocity distributions which are similar

to the anisotropic distributions observed in the fast solar

wind.7–9 Woodham et al.10 used solar wind observations to

conclude the that wave-particle interaction by ion cyclotron

waves is a possible explanation for the perpendicular heating

on ions. The Alfv�en-cyclotron waves are extension of Alfv�en

mode waves in the MHD regime, so this is a possible candi-

date for the dissipation of fluctuations through the turbulent

cascade process.

Solar wind observations3,5,11–15 suggest that kinetic

scale turbulence primarily consists of kinetic Alfv�en waves.

Gyrokinetic numerical simulations16–18 have demonstrated

that the energy spectrum of kinetic Alfv�en turbulence has a

similar spectral shape as observed in the solar wind. Recent

simulation studies by three-dimensional fully kinetic parti-

cle-in-cell simulations suggest that kinetic Alfv�en turbulence

is capable of cascading into electron kinetic scales.19,20

While kinetic turbulence has been interpreted as consisting

of kinetic Alfv�en mode waves in several solar wind observa-

tions, Podesta, Borovsky, and Gary21 found that a cascade

model with linear Landau damping of kinetic Alfv�en waves

does not show the energy cascade into electron kinetic

scales. Furthermore, some solar wind observations provide

evidence for whistler mode waves at kinetic scales.22–24

Therefore, as suggested in the study by Gary and Smith,22

dominant fluctuations may depend on the solar wind condi-

tion which may be associated with the properties of MHD

turbulence.

Hybrid simulations of magnetosonic mode turbulence at

ion kinetic scales show anisotropic wavenumber spectra and

ion heating perpendicular to the background magnetic

field.25–27 These computations indicate a dissipation process

of the fast mode turbulence through wave-wave coupling

with ion Bernstein modes which are strongly damped

through the interaction with ions. L�opez et al.28 also sug-

gested a notable relationship between magnetosonic fast

mode waves and ion Bernstein mode waves by using the

Klimontovich formalism of spontaneous emission theory. On
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the other hand, fully kinetic particle-in-cell simulations for

whistler mode turbulence focused on electron kinetic scales

show that ions are scattered by a highly oblique whistler

mode developed in anisotropic whistler mode turbu-

lence.29–31 The electrostatic component of the obliquely

propagating mode interacts with ions through Landau reso-

nance where the perpendicular speed of ions is close to the

phase speed of the oblique mode. These studies suggest that

there are two kinds of ion heating mechanisms in the perpen-

dicular direction, which are the resonant process by the ion

Bernstein mode associated with nonlinear wave-wave cou-

pling at ion kinetic scales and by the highly oblique whistler

mode associated with the anisotropic cascade of whistler

mode turbulence at electron kinetic scales.

Magnetosonic fast mode waves can accelerate ions in

the perpendicular direction by a reflection process.32 As a

fast mode wave with a finite amplitude propagates with a

steep gradient of magnetic intensity, electrostatic fluctuation

is generated at the front of the gradient. If the electrostatic

potential energy is much larger than the kinetic energy of

incoming ions anti-parallel to the electrostatic fluctuation in

the wave frame, the ions are reflected in the direction perpen-

dicular to both the wave normal and the magnetic field up to

the speed 2MvA,32 where M is the Alfv�en Mach number and

vA is the Alfv�en speed. This is vp � B acceleration (or surfa-

tron acceleration),32–34 where the Larmor motion has an

important role to accelerate ions efficiently. In order to gen-

erate the electrostatic potential enough to reflect ions, the

compressive magnetic fluctuation needs to steepen nonli-

nearly, whose width of the gradient should be less than ion

kinetic scales. Generally, the evolution of a spectrum of tur-

bulence at shorter scales is qualitatively similar to steepening

of fluctuations in a localized area. Thus, the turbulent cas-

cade of MSW mode turbulence might contribute to the local-

ized steepening of magnetic fluctuation. However, it is

unclear that the development of MSW mode turbulence leads

to such a nonlinear steepening of their fluctuations at scales

well narrower than ion kinetic scales. Hybrid simulations

basically do not demonstrate the steeping of fluctuations less

than ion kinetic scales, so the ion acceleration associated

with electron kinetic scales is undoubtedly missing in the

hybrid method.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of

magnetosonic fast mode turbulence at the end of the inertial

range cascading into whistler mode turbulence at electron

kinetic scales in a fully kinetic regime. Here, we refer the

magnetosonic fast mode turbulence and whistler mode turbu-

lence as magnetosonic/whistler (MSW) mode turbulence

because the whistler waves are extension of the magneto-

sonic fast mode. For this purpose, we have done a two-

dimensional fully kinetic particle-in-cell simulation which

covers scales larger than ion kinetic scales. The simulation

resolves a spatial scale shorter than the ion inertial length by

including electron kinetics that is not described in the hybrid

method. We analyze the evolution of MSW mode turbulence

in the two-dimensional plane including the direction with

respect to the background magnetic field. The simulation is

initialized by a superposition of linear MSW mode waves.

There is no external driving force during the simulation, and

thus, the initially applied wave turbulence develops self-

consistently from the initial state. Details of the initial condi-

tion and assumptions of the simulation are introduced in Sec.

II. The simulation results in Sec. III show intermittent nature

of MSW mode turbulence, intermittent acceleration of ions,

and anisotropic ion and electron heating. In Sec. IV, we

focus on the discussion of the ion acceleration and the aniso-

tropic heating process and then summarize the results and

discussion in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATION MODEL AND PARAMETERS

The two-dimensional simulation shown in this manu-

script employs the particle-in-cell code modified from

TRISTAN35 by using a charge conservation method.36 The

initial condition corresponds to uniform plasma with den-

sity of ion-electron pairs no and background magnetic field

Bo ¼ Box̂. The equal temperature of ions and electrons is To

where Gaussian in three-dimensional velocity space is

applied for both species. The plasma b of both species is

0.1 in the present simulation at t¼ 0. The simulation box is

a square of size L¼ 40.96ki with a resolution of 81922 cells,

where ki is the ion inertial length. The cell size corresponds

to the Debye length. The boundary condition of the simula-

tion domain is periodic in both x and y directions. The

ion-to-electron mass ratio is 100. The total number of ion-

electron pairs is about 8.59� 109. Other physical parame-

ters are as follows: the ion frequency ratio (xi=Xi) is 44.7,

the Alfv�en speed (vA) normalized to the ion thermal speed

(vti) is 4.47, and the normalized time resolution (Xidt) is set

to 5.59� 10–5. We have done the simulation with time steps

over 3� 105. The second-order scheme for charge conser-

vation and interpolation of electromagnetic fields for parti-

cle acceleration satisfies the energy conservation law that

fulfills numerical error in energy less than 0.1% of the ini-

tial total energy in the system. Note that we use the total

energy with the background magnetic field energy sub-

tracted in order to estimate the numerical error.

Magnetosonic/whistler mode fluctuations with the random

wave phase are imposed at t¼ 0. The fluctuations are

almost equipartitioned in wave amplitude and have the non-

dimensional wavenumbers (61, 62, and 63) in both x and

y directions. Pure parallel modes (ky ¼ 0) are also imposed.

Wave frequencies are less than the ion cyclotron frequency

(x < Xi), which are obtained from a two fluid linear disper-

sion relation with cold approximation,37 so the imposed

fluctuations have spatial scales close to the end of the iner-

tial scale. Amplitudes of fluctuations for magnetic (dB), ion

velocity (dvi), and electron velocity (dve) are also obtained

from the dispersion relation. The energy of magnetic fluctu-

ations is about 10% of the background magnetic field

energy. In this simulation, contributions of electric and den-

sity fluctuations for the initial fluctuations are assumed to

be negligible. The self-consistent calculation should soon

adjust these fluctuations to the imposed fluctuations within

a period which may be a time scale of a few ion plasma

periods.
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 1 shows (left panels) the magnetic fluctuation

energy jdBj2 and (right panels) the magnetic compressibility

Ck in two-dimensional wavenumber space at Xit ¼ 0 (top),

10.1 (middle), and 20.1 (bottom). Here, the magnetic com-

pressibility is defined as

Ck ¼
jdBkj2

jdBj2
; (1)

where jdBj2 ¼ jdBxj2 þ jdByj2 þ jdBzj2 and dBk ¼ dBx. The

compressibility is calculated only for magnetic fluctuations

with intensity jdBðkx; kyÞj2=B2
o > 10�12. The left panels

show that the cascade of magnetic fluctuations produces the

anisotropic wavenumber spectrum, preferentially containing

the fluctuations with wavenumber vectors towards the direc-

tions quasi-perpendicular to the background magnetic field

Bo. The right panels show that the short wavelength fluctua-

tions propagating quasi-perpendicular directions have a sig-

nificant magnetic compressibility. The properties of the

wavenumber anisotropy and the magnetic compressibility

are consistent with the results of kinetic simulations for

whistler mode turbulence at electron kinetic scales.38,39

Figure 2 shows the magnetic fluctuation spectrum

obtained from the time series of dBx ðdBkÞ data along a line

perpendicular to Bo. Here, we use the line data along

x¼ 0.32ki between Xit ¼ 5.59 and 20.24 and use the Hann

window in the time domain for the two-dimensional (space

along the line and time dimensions) Fourier transform.

Horizontal and vertical axes are the wavenumber in the

y direction perpendicular to Bo and wave frequency, respec-

tively. We focus on the wave frequency less than the

lower hybrid resonant frequency xLH � ðjXiXejÞ1=2
which

is approximately x/Xi ¼ 10 in this simulation. The dashed

line indicates the phase speed of the fast mode wave VF

¼ ðv2
A þ C2

s Þ
1=2

, where Cs is the ion acoustic speed. The

spectrum shows that magnetically compressive fluctuations

are enhanced along the line of VF which extends to frequen-

cies higher than the ion cyclotron frequency. Our simulation

confirms the previous results showing fast magnetosonic

mode turbulence at ion kinetic scales cascades to anisotropic

whistler mode turbulence at electron scales.40 Note that the

broadening of the spectrum about VF is expected to be due to

the nonuniformity of the background density and magnetic

fluctuations with finite amplitude. We calculated a wave

spectrum kx ¼ 0 obtained from the time series of two-

dimensional magnetic field data with a low time resolution

using the three-dimensional Fourier transform (not shown in

this manuscript) and found that the spectrum becomes nar-

row as oblique modes are excluded from the spectrum.

Oblique modes seen in the wavenumber spectrum (Fig. 1)

also become a cause of the broadening.

Figure 3 shows (red solid circles) probability distribu-

tion functions (PDFs) of normalized magnetic increments

dbs;? ¼ Dbs;?=hn2
s;?i

1=2
. Here, Dbs;? and n2

s;? are a magnetic

increment and the second-order structure function at a given

spatial increment s in the perpendicular direction as defined

in Eqs. (A2) and (A3). (Brackets hi are the spatial average.)

Blue dashed lines are Gaussian fitting curves of the PDFs at

Xit ¼ 0 (left panels) and Xit ¼ 20.1 (right panels). The PDFs

at Xit ¼ 0 are almost Gaussian at all spatial increments s.

However, at Xit ¼ 20.1, the PDFs deviate from Gaussian at

shorter scales, which are more stretched as s decreases. It is

evident that large magnetic increments appear with higher

probability than Gaussian at the order of ion inertial length.

FIG. 1. Upper panel: Two-dimensional wavenumber spectrum of magnetic

fluctuations jdBj2=B2
o at Xit ¼ 0, 10.1, and 20.1. Lower panel: Two-

dimensional magnetic compressibility (jdBxj2=jdBj2) at the same times.

jdBj2 is defined as jdBxj2 þ jdByj2 þ jdBzj2.

FIG. 2. Wavenumber-frequency diagram obtained from the time series of

magnetic fluctuation dBx (dBk) along a line perpendicular to Bo with

x ¼ 0:32ki from Xit ¼ 5.59 to 20.24. The Hann window is applied for the

time domain.
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Figure 4 shows flatness factors of the magnetic fluctua-

tions which are defined in the Appendix. They can be used

as a proxy to evaluate the intermittency of the compressive

component of magnetic fluctuations. The green line with

solid squares and the red line with solid circles are F s;k and

F s;? at three different times, respectively. At Xit ¼ 0, the

flatness factors are independent of a scale length s and have

relatively low values. At later times, the values for both

directions become large at short scales especially less than

ki. The flatness factors with s? have remarkably large values

at short scales, while the factors in the parallel direction keep

relatively low values. The magnetically compressive mode

fluctuating in the perpendicular direction becomes more

intermittent than the parallel direction. The values with s?
reach the maximum at scales close to the electron inertial

length (0:1ki).

Figure 5 shows the reduced velocity distribution func-

tions (VDFs) of ions in the whole simulation box at Xit ¼ 0,

10.1, and 20.1. Here, the reduced velocity distribution is

defined as an integral over other two velocity components.

As seen in f ðvyÞ and f ðvzÞ, which are the VDFs in the direc-

tion perpendicular to Bo, a significant number of high energy

ions appear at Xit ¼ 20.1. On the other hand, there are only a

few energetic ions in the parallel direction as seen in the top

panel. The width of the distributions keeps almost constant

except for f ðvzÞ. Note that the VDFs in the whole simulation

box contain velocity fluctuations of the wave turbulence at

ion kinetic scales. The amplitude of the velocity fluctuations

is close to the thermal speed of ions in this simulation, so the

width does not indicate the actual ion temperature. The tem-

perature defined using Eqs. (A7) and (A8) can be estimated

in a local area whose length scale should be well shorter than

a wave length of initially applied fluctuations.

Figure 6 shows spatial distributions of flatness derived

from local ion VDFs at Xit ¼ 8:9, 14.5, and 20.1. The local

VDFs are calculated from particles in the 0:64ki � 0:64ki

square in space at each time. Left and right panels are the

flatness spatial distributions parallel and perpendicular to Bo,

respectively. The local flatness of the ion VDF in the both

directions is defined in Subsection 3 of the Appendix. Here,

the perpendicular flatness is the average of the flatness values

FIG. 3. Red solid circles: Normalized probability distribution functions of

magnetic fluctuations with spatial increments s ¼ ki(top panels), 4ki(middle

panels), and 16ki(bottom panels) in the direction perpendicular to the back-

ground magnetic field Bo at Xit ¼ 0 (left panels) and Xit ¼ 20.1 (right pan-

els). Blue dashed lines: Gaussian fitting curves of the PDFs.

FIG. 4. Flatness factors as a function of a spatial increment s in the parallel

(green line with solid squares) and the perpendicular (red line with solid

circles) directions at Xit ¼ 0 (top), 10.1 (middle), and 20.1 (bottom).
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in y and z directions. The parallel flatness distributions show

only small variations, indicating that the ion VDFs in the

parallel direction keep almost Gaussian. The perpendicular

flatness distribution shows only small values at Xit ¼ 8:9,

but at later times, the distribution shows large values in some

localized area. It indicates that a high energy tail of ion

VDFs is produced in the localized area.

Figure 7 shows the magnetic field intensity (red line: left

axis), ion density (blue line: left axis), electric field in the y
direction (green line: right axis), and phase space density of

ions (Color contour) in the area r ¼ fðx; yÞj23:04 � x=ki

< 23:68; 20 � y=ki < 30g. All three quantities here are aver-

aged in the x direction (23:04 � x=ki < 23:68). The upper

panels show that magnetic and density fluctuations propagate

in the negative y direction. Both fluctuations are in phase, so

the fluctuation would have a property of the fast magneto-

sonic mode. During the propagation of the fast mode, it

makes a steep configuration between y=ki ¼ 26 and 27 at

Xit ¼ 11:7 and between y=ki ¼ 24 and 26 at Xit ¼ 13:4. The

sharp negative Ey enhancement appears on the steep gradient

of magnetic and density fluctuations. The steep gradient with

the electrostatic fluctuation survives for a short time which is

less than the ion cyclotron period. During the short time,

some ions are accelerated around the steep gradient as seen

in panels at Xit ¼ 11:7 and 13.4. The ions are accelerated in

the �vy direction around y=ki ¼ 25 at Xit ¼ 13:4, whose

value reaches jvyj � 7vti. At later times (Xit > 15:0), the

accelerated ions appear in phase space at vy > 0 because of

Larmor motion in the background magnetic field in the x
direction.

Figure 8 shows ion VDFs in vy and vz space in the early

stage of the ion acceleration integrated over the same area as

shown in Fig. 7. At Xit ¼ 11:85, the distribution function is

almost gyrotropic. At later times, some ions are accelerated

in the negative vy direction around vy=vti � �5. The acceler-

ated ions change their vector of velocity by Larmor motion

associated with Bo. The maximum speed of the ions reaches

jvj=vti � 10 for time scale less than the quarter of the ion

cyclotron period.

The top (bottom) panel of Fig. 9 shows time histories of

the spatially averaged ion (electron) temperature parallel and

perpendicular to Bo in the simulation box. Here, the local tem-

perature is defined as the 0:16ki � 0:16ki square which is well

shorter than the typical wave length of ion (electron) velocity

fluctuations and To is the initial temperature set in this simula-

tion. The time history shows that the perpendicular heating on

ions is more efficient than the parallel heating while the per-

pendicular heating on electrons is less efficient than the paral-

lel heating. (Note that we confirm that the thermal energy

increase in ions and electrons is two orders of magnitude

larger than the numerical error estimated from the total energy

change.) The anisotropic heating on ions in MSW mode turbu-

lence has been demonstrated in hybrid simulations.25–27 Fully

kinetic simulations have also demonstrated the anisotropic

FIG. 5. Normalized velocity distribution functions of ions in vx, vy, and vz

directions at Xit ¼ 0 (black dashed line), 10.1 (blue solid line), and 20.1 (red

solid line). Velocities are normalized to the initial ion thermal speed vti.

FIG. 6. Spatial distributions of flatness of ion velocity distribution functions

in the parallel (left panels) and perpendicular (right panels) directions to the

background magnetic field Bo. Top, middle, and bottom panels show the flat-

ness distributions at Xit ¼ 8.9, 14.5, and 20.1, respectively.
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heating on electrons in MSW mode turbulence in the ion

cyclotron frequency range40 and whistler mode turbulence at

electron kinetic scales.30,38,39 We confirm in the fully kinetic

simulation that the anisotropic heating process would be a

notable nature of particle scattering on MSW mode

turbulence.

IV. DISCUSSION

The magnetosonic/whistler (MSW) mode turbulence

shows roughly a linear dispersion relation at frequency up to

x=Xi � 10 (approximately the lower hybrid resonant fre-

quency) with the wavenumber perpendicular to the back-

ground magnetic field (Fig. 2). The phase speed of dominant

fluctuations is distributed around that of the fast magneto-

sonic mode. Svidzinski et al.40 also demonstrated that the

fast magnetosonic mode turbulence nonlinearly extends to

higher frequencies (x=Xi > 1). On the other hand, L�opez

et al.28 introduced the Klimontovich formalism of spontane-

ous emission theory that shows the dispersion branch of

MSW mode which splits up into the ion Bernstein mode

wave (IBW) at each harmonic. Hybrid simulations by

Comişel et al.41 support their results showing that a disper-

sion relation of the MSW mode is deformed by IBWs.

Following their results, the dispersion relation obtained from

our simulation suggests that MSW fluctuations cascade into

IBW harmonics at higher frequencies. Actually, there is

some gap between MSW and IBW harmonics. Nonlinear

eigenmodes28 may bridge the gap among MSW and IBW

harmonics by the linear mode conversion process. We expect

that the IBW and the nonlinear eigenmodes have an impor-

tant role to scatter ions in the direction perpendicular to the

background magnetic field, which is a cause of the perpen-

dicular heating of ions in the MSW mode turbulence (top

panel of Fig. 9). The previous studies by hybrid simula-

tions25,26 also concluded that MSWs are dissipated through a

linear mode coupling to heavily damped IBW, leading to the

perpendicular heating on protons. Our conclusion for ion

perpendicular heating is consistent with the previous hybrid

simulations. Nonlinear coupling of the fast mode with IBW

and nonlinear eigenmodes possibly has an important role for

the dissipation of MSW mode turbulence. The study on the

nonlinear wave coupling accompanied by the ion heating in

fully kinetic simulations would be a part of future works.

Alfv�en-whistler waves (or kinetic Alfv�en waves), which

are another branch associated with Alfv�enic fluctuations for

high oblique angles of propagation,28,42 are not seen in a fre-

quency range x=Xi < 1 in the spectrum. The absence of

wave power in the low frequency range suggests that there is

no channel to the kinetic Alfv�en mode from MSW mode tur-

bulence at ion kinetic scales.

At shorter scales, PDFs of magnetic fluctuations depart

from Gaussian at large dbs with the length scale ki (Fig. 3),

where the spatial increment s is along the direction perpendic-

ular to Bo. It indicates that magnetic fluctuations of MSW

mode turbulence become intermittent at scales less than the

ion inertial length. The intermittent nature can be quantified by

the flatness of the PDF. The flatness becomes large at short

scales especially with the spatial increments s in the perpen-

dicular direction than the parallel (Fig. 4), indicating that the

intermittency of the magnetically compressive mode is domi-

nant in the perpendicular direction rather than the parallel

direction. The intermittency has the maximum value at scales

close to the electron kinetic scales. The intermittent nature at

electron kinetic scales is consistent with fully kinetic particle-

in-cell simulations in 2D43 and 3D.44 In this manuscript, we

calculate the flatness of magnetic intensity jBj as defined in

Eqs. (A1) and (A2). On the other hand, Chang, Gary, and

Wang44 showed that the flatness of the parallel magnetic com-

ponent becomes more intermittent than the perpendicular com-

ponent, indicating that the flatness is anisotropic. We have

confirmed the anisotropic flatness at electron kinetic scales by

comparing the flatness of Bx, By, and Bz components with the

spatial increment in the perpendicular direction, where the flat-

ness of Bxð¼ BkÞ is dominant. Because of relatively isotropic

nature in magnetic fluctuations for kinetic Alfv�en waves,45 the

anisotropic flatness would be an important property to distin-

guish between magnetosonic/whistler and kinetic Alfv�en tur-

bulence, as also discussed in three-dimensional whistler mode

turbulence at electron kinetic scales.44

The intermittency of the magnetic fluctuations corre-

sponds to localized steepening of magnetosonic mode waves

developed in the MSW mode turbulence. The localized steep

gradient appears within scales close to the electron inertial

FIG. 7. Upper panels: magnetic field intensity (red line: left axis), ion density (blue line: left axis), and electric field (green line: right axis) in the y direction at

Xit ¼ 11.74, 13.42, 15.09, and 16.77 in the region r ¼ fðx; yÞj23:04 � x=ki < 23:68; 20 � y=ki < 30g. B(y), ni(y), and Ey(y) are averaged in the x direction

and are normalized to Bo, no, and vABo, respectively. Bottom panels: Color contours of ion phase space density at the same time in the same area as the upper

panel. The phase space density is averaged in the x direction and is normalized to the maximum value in four panels shown.
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length, which involves electrostatic fluctuations (Fig. 8). The

electrostatic fluctuation can reflect ions as its potential

energy q/ is larger than the kinetic energy of incoming ions

Ki in the wave frame

q/
Ki;w
¼ �2

qLE

miv2
i;w

¼ �2a
v2

A

v2
i;w

E

vABo
> 1; (2)

where L is the thickness of the fluctuation, mi and vi;w are the

ion mass and speed in the wave frame, and E is the intensity

of the electrostatic fluctuation. Here, the thickness of the gra-

dient is L ¼ aki. Incoming ions should satisfy the following

condition to be reflected by the potential in the wave frame:

jvi;wj
vti

<
vA

vti

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2a

E

vABo

r
: (3)

As shown in Fig. 7, the intensity of electrostatic fluctuation

E=ðvABoÞ at the steep gradient of magnetic and density fluc-

tuations is of the order of -0.5 in the acceleration phase

(Xit � 13:42). Here, the thickness of the gradient is esti-

mated as L ¼ 0:4ki. So, in the wave frame, the speed of the

ions towards the electrostatic potential satisfies jvi;wj < 2:8vti

to reflect ions, where vA ¼ 4:47vti and mi=me ¼ 100 are

applied. Therefore, in the wave frame

0 � jvi;wj < 2:8vti (4)

should be satisfied to reflect ions. Thus, in the laboratory

frame where the electrostatic fluctuation propagates in the

negative y direction

�vph � vi;y < 2:8vti � vph: (5)

For the low b value considered here, the phase speed is

almost vA, so ions with speed �4:47vti < vi;y < �1:67vti can

FIG. 8. Two-dimensional velocity distribution functions f ðvy; vzÞ at Xit
¼ 11.9, 12.6, 13.4, and 14.2 in the local area the same as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Top panel: Time histories of spatially averaged ion temperature of

the parallel (red line) and the perpendicular (blue line) components. Bottom

panel: Time histories of the spatially averaged electron temperature of the

parallel (red line) and the perpendicular (blue line) components. These tem-

peratures are normalized to the initial temperature To.
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be reflected by the electrostatic potential in the laboratory

frame. The reflected ions are expected to have the velocity

vref ;max ¼ jvphj þ jvi;wjmax ¼ 7:27vti. This is consistent with

the simulation result shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The reflected

ions change their velocity direction from �vy to þvz because

of Larmor motion (Fig. 8). Some ions reach the speed jvj
� 10vti at Xit ¼ 14.2, which is faster than the speed esti-

mated from the reflected ions in the negative y direction

(Fig. 8). The Larmor motion returns some reflected ions

back in the electrostatic potential region. As the ions satisfy

the reflection condition [Eq. (3)] in the region, they are

accelerated again. This process is similar to vp � B accelera-

tion (or surfatron acceleration),32–34 where the Larmor

motion has an important role to accelerate ions efficiently.

The perpendicular ion acceleration requires the steepening of

magnetic fluctuation whose gradient scale is less than the ion

inertial length and Larmor radius. Hybrid simulations, which

resolve scales larger than the ion inertial length, cannot dem-

onstrate the ion acceleration by the reflection process. Our

simulation suggests that the intermittent feature of MSW

mode turbulence can appear at electron kinetic scales as the

steepening of magnetic fluctuations which is an origin of

non-thermal ions.

Parallel heating on electrons occurs preferentially in the

direction parallel to the background magnetic field (bottom

panel of Fig. 9). Electron dynamics in the MSW mode turbu-

lence is almost similar to the dynamics in whistler mode tur-

bulence covering only electron kinetic scales, where

electrons are preferentially heated in the direction parallel to

Bo.30,31,38,39,46 As discussed in previous works,38,39 electrons

are dominantly scattered by highly obliquely propagating

whistlers in anisotropic whistler mode turbulence at electron

kinetic scales, through the electron Landau resonance pro-

cess. Another possibility is that current sheet structures at

electron kinetic scales lead to nonlinear dissipation accompa-

nied by parallel heating on electrons.30 The electron heating

in the perpendicular direction (blue line in the bottom panel

of Fig. 9) is a signature of electron cyclotron damping of

quasi-parallel propagating whistlers at electron kinetic scales

as interpreted by Saito et al.39 We have computed (not

shown in this manuscript) spatial distributions of electron

flatness in the parallel and perpendicular directions. Both

variations are quite small compared with ion flatness, indi-

cating that electron velocity distributions keep almost

Gaussian. We could not find any evidence for a non-thermal

electron acceleration. Our simulation suggests that the key

process of the electron heating depends on only electron

kinetic scales. It suggests that the electron kinetics can be the

final sink of MSW mode turbulence cascading from MHD

turbulence.

V. SUMMARY

We have done the two-dimensional fully kinetic simula-

tion of magnetosonic/whistler mode turbulence covering

scales close to the end of the inertial range. Initially applied

fluctuations in narrowband spectra of long-wavelength

modes cascade their energy into fluctuations at shorter wave-

lengths. The cascade process makes anisotropic broadband

spectra in the sense of k? � kk. Probability distribution

functions of magnetic fluctuations show that the magneto-

sonic/whistler mode turbulence has intermittent nature at

scales shorter than the ion inertial length. The intermittent

nature of magnetic fluctuations makes local structures with

a steep magnetic gradient which propagates as magneto-

sonic fast modes in the quasi-perpendicular direction. The

nonlinearly steepened fast mode accelerates some ions by

its electrostatic potential to the speed of 10 times faster

than the ion thermal speed. Furthermore, the anisotropic

nature of magnetosonic/whistler mode turbulence contrib-

utes to perpendicular heating on ions. We expect that the

nonlinear cascade of magnetosonic/whistler mode turbu-

lence includes coupling with ion Bernstein modes and/or

nonlinear eigenmodes which scatter ions efficiently in the

perpendicular direction.

The fully kinetic simulation demonstrates the non-

thermal ion acceleration that cannot be discovered in

hybrid simulations and self-consistently shows anisotropic

heating on both ions and electrons. We conclude that mag-

netosonic/whistler mode turbulence scatters ions during

the forward cascade from magnetohydrodynamic scales

and finally dissipates on electron kinetic scales. Our work

has important implications for a fundamental understand-

ing of the ion perpendicular heating and the non-thermal

ion production in magnetosonic/whistler mode turbulence

which would develop in the solar wind and some explosive

situations such as solar flares and bursty magnetic

reconnection.
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APPENDIX A: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TOOLS

1. Evaluation of the intermittency of magnetic
fluctuations

The Probability Distribution Function (PDF) is a useful

analysis tool to investigate the statistical properties of fluctu-

ations in plasma turbulence.47 Here, we focus on the PDF of

magnetic field increments. The increments in two directions

at a given scale s are defined as

Dbs;k ¼ jBðxþ s; yÞj � jBðx; yÞj; (A1)

Dbs;? ¼ jBðx; yþ sÞj � jBðx; yÞj: (A2)

The subscripts k and ? indicate the x and y directions which

are parallel and perpendicular to Bo, respectively. Using the

increments, pth order structure functions are

np
s;j ¼ jDbs;jjp: (A3)
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A subscript j is k or ?. The structure functions show a com-

pressive contribution of the field fluctuations as defined in

the study Bruno et al.48 In order to evaluate the intermittency

of magnetic fluctuations, we compute flatness factor F as

also defined in the study by Bruno et al.48

F s;j ¼
hn4

s;ji
hn2

s;ji
2
: (A4)

Here, brackets hi are the spatial average. The flatness can be

used as a proxy to evaluate a degree of intermittency of the

compressive component of the magnetic field.

2. Evaluation of anisotropic local temperature

In the particle-in-cell simulation that contains a huge

number of charged-particles (>8.5� 109 ion-electron pairs),

it is convenient to use phase space density (PSD) of species s
[fsðx; vÞ] to evaluate the local temperature of particles. In an

arbitrary area x, the number of particles is defined as

NsðxÞ ¼
ð

d3vfsðx; vÞ: (A5)

The averaged velocity (vo) of species s in the local area is

vo;sðxÞ ¼
1

NsðxÞ

ð
d3vvfsðx; vÞ: (A6)

The temperature defined in the local area is integrated from fs

Tk;sðxÞ ¼
ms

NsðxÞ

ð
d3vðvk � vk;o;sÞ2fsðx; vÞ; (A7)

T?;sðxÞ ¼
ms

2NsðxÞ

ð
d3vðv? � v?;o;sÞ2fsðx; vÞ: (A8)

Here, ms is the particle mass. In this simulation, vk ¼ vx and

v? ¼ ðvy; vzÞ. The temperature in the whole of the simulation

box is defined as the average of the local temperatures.

3. Flatness as a proxy to evaluate non-thermal
particles

In order to evaluate particle acceleration in the local

area, we utilize the flatness of fs. The flatness is computed as

F s;jðxÞ ¼
f4

s;jðxÞ
ðf2

s;jðxÞÞ
2
: (A9)

Here

fp
s;jðxÞ ¼

ð
d3vðvj � vo;s;jðxÞÞpfsðx; vÞ: (A10)

Subscript j indicates a direction x, y, or z. While F s;j is

approximately equal to 3 if fs is close to Gaussian, F s;j

becomes large if the distribution function has a high energy

tail of the distribution.
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